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We present a first principles theoretical framework that accurately accounts for several properties of ice,
over a wide pressure range. In particular, we show that, by using a recently developed nonlocal van der
Waals functional and by taking into account hydrogen zero point motion, one can properly describe the
zero temperature equation of state, the vibrational spectra, and the dielectric properties of ice at low
pressure and of ice VIII, a stable phase between 2 and 60 GPa. While semilocal density functionals yield a
transition pressure from ice XI to VIII that is overestimated by almost an order of magnitude, we find good
agreement with experiments when dispersion forces are taken into account. Zero point energy contribu-
tions do not alter the computed transition pressure, but they affect structural properties, including
equilibrium volumes and bulk moduli.
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Ice has an extremely complex phase diagram [1] that has
been studied for over a century [2], due to its importance in
several disciplines, encompassing physics, chemistry, and
earth and atmospheric sciences. However, until about
35 years ago, little was known experimentally about high
pressure phases of ice. For example, the first characteriza-
tion of ice VIII as an antiferroelectric, ordered phase—now
known to be stable at low temperature between 2 and
60 GPa—appeared in 1976 [3]. From a theoretical stand-
point, the description of the phase diagram and the prop-
erties of ice remains a very challenging problem. Recent
ab initio calculations [4,5] have reported remarkable
progress in describing the equations of state of some ice
phases within density functional theory, as well as in
computing optical spectra [6,7]. However, no first prin-
ciples theory has yet successfully predicted with consistent
accuracy a wide range of properties encompassing struc-
tural, vibrational, and dielectric properties over a broad
range of pressures.
In this Letter, we focus on ordered ice phases, ice XI,
ordered cubic ice Ic, and ice VIII. Ice XI and ordered Ic are
used as models of the stable phase of ice at ambient
pressure close to 0 C. We show that a proper account
both of dispersion forces and of hydrogen zero point
motion are necessary to obtain a consistently accurate
description of several properties of ice over a wide pressure
range, at low temperature. We thus establish a theoretical
framework that can be used to gain insight into the intricate
physics of ice as a function of pressure, from first
principles.
We carried out calculations within density functional
theory and compared results obtained with semilocal
(PBE [8]) and nonlocal van der Waals (vdW-DF2 [9])
functionals. We used the QUANTUM ESPRESSO package
[10] with hard norm-conserving pseudopotentials [11] for
both hydrogen and oxygen and a plane-wave energy cutoff
of 160 Ry. A 4 4 4 k-point grid was used for each
structure.
The lattice energies and equilibrium volumes of each
phase were calculated by fully relaxing internal coordi-
nates and cell parameters [12]. The bulk modulus B0 and
its pressure derivative B00 were obtained by relaxing each
structure to a series of five target pressures, from 1:0 to
1.0 GPa, and fitting our data to the third-order Birch-
Murnaghan equation of state [13].
Our results are presented in Table I. The close agreement
between our calculations for ordered Ic and ice XI show the
insensitivity of the T ¼ 0 equation of state to proton order-
ing.We have also performed the same calculations using the
12-molecule hexagonal ice model of Ref. [20] as used in the
other theoretical studies cited and found equation-of-state
parameters in similarly close agreement [21]. At both the
PBE and vdW-DF2 level of theory, the computed structural
properties are in satisfactory agreement with experiments.
PBE calculations underestimate the equilibrium volume of
ice Ih by 4.8%, while vdW-DF2 overestimates it by 3.8%.
These differences with respect to the measured value are
expected to be rather insensitive to temperature, due to the
small thermal expansion coefficient of ice at low P; for
example, the measured volume change in Ih from 10 to
265 K is 1.65% [18,22]. In the case of ice VIII, PBE and
vdW-DF2 results overestimate the measured equilibrium
volume by 1.8% and 4.5%, respectively. Note the consistent
overestimate of volumes by vdW-DF2 for both low and high
pressure phases and errors on volumes of different sign
when using PBE. In general, our PBE results are in good
agreement with previous calculations [14,17]. However, we
find a noticeably lower ( 20%) bulk modulus in ice VIII
when compared to the results of Ref. [17], mostly due to a
larger equilibrium volume obtained in this work (we expect
the difference to originate from the use of a harder pseudo-
potential). Our Ih results show a moderate improvement
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over those of Ref. [4], where an approach based on vdW-DF
[23] with a different exchange functional was used. Recent
diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) results [5] yield lattice en-
ergies in closest agreementwith experiment. They appear to
slightly underestimate the equilibrium volume possibly due
to the absence of vibrational effects (as discussed below);
this yields larger bulk moduli than obtained with other
methods, with a value in excellent agreement with experi-
ment for ice VIII [15] but an overestimate of experiment for
ice Ih.
We find substantial differences in the intramolecular
bonding in the low and high pressure ice phases, as seen
in Fig. 1 showing the difference of the charge densities
() of ice Ic and VIII with respect to those of free water
molecules. At high pressure, ()’s are predominantly
localized in proximity of the molecules, indicating a sub-
stantial weakening of hydrogen bonds upon compression,
which is likely accompanied by a change in the relative
contributions of hydrogen bonding and dispersion forces to
intermolecular interactions. This weakening has been in-
dicated by previous Raman measurements on ice [24] and
recent calculations of the O-H stretch frequency [5].
Consistent with hydrogen bond weakening, we find a
change of the molecular dipole moment () at high pres-
sure [25]. When using PBE (vdW-DF2), is reduced from
3.51 (3.23) D in ice XI to 2.95 (2.86) in ice VIII. The dipole
strengths obtained for ordered Ic are very close to those
of ice XI.
We next investigated the effect of zero point motion on
our results, by adding to the total energy the contribution
from the vibrational energy: Evib ¼ 12Nq
P
q;@!q;ðnþ
1=2Þ; Nq is the total number of phonon wave vectors, and
!q; is the frequency of mode  at wave vector q. We
computed the dynamical matrix for each phase on a 4
4 4 grid by using density functional perturbation theory.
We then obtained frequencies over a 12 12 12 grid via
Fourier interpolation, with the acoustic sum rule enforced
to ensure that the translational modes go to zero at the 
point. The phonon density of states for ice XI and ice VIII
are shown in Fig. 2. PBE and vdW-DF2 results exhibit
several differences in the low P phase. The stretching mode
frequencies are higher in ice XI and Ic when using vdW-
DF2, consistent with results obtained for liquid water [26]
and in better agreement with the peaks observed in the
measured IR spectra [27], at 3150, 3220, and 3380 cm1.
Differences between the phonon density of states of ice
VIII obtained at the PBE and vdW-DF2 level of theory are
instead minor. Recent Raman measurements of the stretch-
ing vibrations [15] indicate that the frequencies are ap-
proximately 3350, 3440, and 3470 cm1, consistent with
our calculations. The bending modes show little change
with respect to either phase or functional, and the rotational
and translation modes are redshifted when using vdW-
DF2, with respect to PBE results.
FIG. 1 (color online). The change in electronic density in
cubic ice and ice VIII with respect to a free water molecule as
calculated with semilocal (PBE) and van der Waals (vdW-DF2)
functionals. Pink and blue isosurfaces (all chosen at the same
value) show regions where the density is increased and de-
creased, respectively. Oxygen and hydrogen atoms are indicated
as red and cyan balls, respectively.
TABLE I. Calculated values of the structural properties of ice
XI, Ic, and VIII, by using semilocal (PBE) and van der Waals
functionals (vdW-DF2), compared to measured values (bold) and
previous calculations (italic) using van der Waals (RPBEþ
vdW-DF) and hybrid (PBE0) functionals and quantum
Monte Carlo calculations (DMC).
El (eV) V0 (cm
3=mol) B0 B
0
0
Ih
XI PBE 0:663 18.37 14.60 5.7
XI vdW-DF2 0:649 20.01 12.59 5.2
Ic PBE 0:663 18.37 14.67 5.7
Ic vdW-DF2 0:648 20.05 12.96 5.6
Experimenta 0:610 19.30 12.1 5.5
PBE [14] 0:64 18.46
RPBEþ vdW-DF [4] 0:60 20.48
DMC [5] 0:605 19.08 18.3
PBE0þ vdWTS [5] 0:672
Ice VIII
PBE 0:485 12.31 16.55 6.1
vdW-DF2 0:620 12.65 20.76 5.7
Experiment [15,16] 0:577 12.1 27.9 3.6
PBE [17] 12.12 20.09 5.01
DMC [5] 0:575 11.72 23.8
aReference [16], Ref. [18], Ref. [19] extrapolated value at 0 K,
and Ref. [15].
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Assuming that the Gruneisen parameter q; of each
phonon mode is constant for small variations (1%–2%)
in volume (V), Evib varies linearly with V. Therefore, the
free energy F ¼ Eþ Evib has a minimum at a value of V
slightly shifted from the optimized volume (V0) reported in
Table I; in addition, a small increase in the binding energy
is expected, compared to the value computed by simply
adding EvibðV0Þ to the energy calculated at V0. At 0 K, we
fitted EvibðVÞ with a linear function and numerically solve
dF
dV ¼ 0. This is equivalent to calculating the Gruneisen
parameter of each mode and finding the contribution
from each mode and wave vector individually.
The volume dependence of Evib and of the Gruneisen
parameters are calculated by homogeneously expanding or
contracting lattice vectors; the ionic positions are then
relaxed and the dynamical matrix evaluated. Derivatives
with respect to V are computed by a linear fit over five
volume values. Bulk moduli and their pressure derivatives
corrected for vibrational effects are obtained from the
second and third derivatives of the Birch-Murnaghan equa-
tion of state. EvibðVÞ is linear over the small range of
volumes under consideration, and thus it does not contrib-
ute to the second or third derivative of FðVÞ.
The results of our calculations inclusive of zero point
energy (ZPE) contributions are reported in Table II, where
they are compared to previous experimental and theoretical
results. The inclusion of ZPE affects only the binding
energy of the low pressure phases at the PBE level, while
it also affects the equilibrium volume (increased by 2%)
at the vdW level of theory and the bulk modulus. With both
functionals, the inclusion of ZPE substantially impacts the
calculated properties of ice VIII, leading to a 6% increase
in the volume and a 25% decrease in the bulk modulus, in
good agreement with the trend observed in Ref. [17] by
using PBE. The inclusion of the ZPE worsens the agree-
ment with experiment [15], primarily because of the vol-
ume overestimate [28]. We note the much better agreement
with experiment obtained for the binding energy of ice VIII
when using the vdW functional. This result, together with
the energy difference between ice XI and ice VIII com-
puted with PBE and vdW-DF2 (0.178 and 0.029 eV, re-
spectively), shows that PBE overestimates the stability of
phases that are mostly hydrogen bonded, with respect to
those where hydrogen bonding is weaker and dispersion
forces play a more important role. These findings are
consistent with those of a recent study of water [26].
By evaluating EvibðVÞ at T ¼ 0 for both H2O and D2O
ice systems, we can obtain the volume isotope effect (VIE).
This effect arises when changing the mass of the hydrogen
atom, which leads to a change in vibrational frequencies
and in turn to a volume variation. Our results are shown in
Table III.
The measured VIE for Ih is þ0:09% [18]. While our
vdW-DF2 result is negative, the error with respect to the
measured value is significantly smaller than that of PBE.
The computed VIE at low P is likely subject to substantial
numerical errors, as the calculated vibrational corrections
to the volume are rather small for ice XI and Ic [29].
Interestingly, we do find a reverse isotope shift of over
1% in ice VIII that appears to be robust against the in-
clusion of dispersion interactions. Because of a signifi-
cantly larger volume correction due to vibrational effects
in ice VIII, we expect the calculated isotope shift to be
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FIG. 2 (color online). The phonon density of states for ice XI
(red solid line) and VIII (blue dashed line) calculated by using
(a) PBE and (b) vdW-DF2 functionals (see the text). Calculations
for Ic agree closely with those of ice XI and are omitted.  and
þ symbols indicate experimentally measured peaks for hexago-
nal ice and ice VIII, respectively.
TABLE II. Calculated values of the structural properties of ice
XI, Ic, and VIII, obtained by adding zero point motion contri-
butions to the values reported in Table I. Measured values (bold)
and previous PBE calculations (italic) are given for comparison,
when available. V indicates the volume change relative to the
value listed in Table I.
El (eV) V0 (cm
3=mol) V (%) B0 (GPa) B
0
0
Ih
XI PBE 0:535 18.41 0.2 14.43 5.7
XI vdW-DF2 0:520 20.33 1.5 11.59 5.3
Ic PBE 0:535 18.44 0.4 14.32 5.7
Ic vdW-DF2 0:518 20.44 1.9 11.61 5.8
Experimenta 0:491 19.30 12.1 5.5
Ice VIII
PBE 0:364 13.16 6.9 10.76 6.9
vdW-DF2 0:492 13.38 5.8 14.83 6.3
Experimentb 12.1 27.9 3.6
PBEc 12.85 6.0 15.91 4.95
aReference [16], Ref. [18], Ref. [19] extrapolated value at 0 K,
and Ref. [15].
bReference [16] and Ref. [15].
cReference [17].
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numerically more robust at high P. A negative VIE is to be
expected in a non-hydrogen-bonded system—for example,
a value of 1% is measured for LiH [31]; therefore, the
calculated negative VIE for ice VIII is a further indication
of the weakening of hydrogen bonding at high pressure.
We calculated the transition pressure between ice XI and
ice VIII as E=V. The values obtained without (with)
ZPE contributions are 2.84 (3.14) GPa and 0.38 (0.38) GPa
with PBE and vdW-DF2, respectively, to be compared with
the measured value of 0.40 GPa [16]. The transition pres-
sure obtained with vdW-DF2 is remarkably close to the
experimental result and about an order of magnitude better
than the PBE prediction. A good agreement with experi-
ment was also seen in recent diffusion Monte Carlo calcu-
lations [5] (0.39 GPa), while the inclusion of vdW
dispersion forces based on an atomiclike description [32]
yielded an overestimate of the transition pressure by a
factor of 3. Our findings show that the vdW-DF2 level
of theory provides a far more consistent description of the
equation of state of both the low and the high pressure
phases of ice than PBE and other known ab initio descrip-
tions of dispersion forces within a density functional theory
approach.
We now turn to the discussion of the electronic and
dielectric properties of ice; these have so far received little
attention within the theoretical community performing first
principles computations. In particular, no ab initio calcu-
lations of dielectric constants of ice have been reported in
the literature, in spite of their importance, e.g., in geo-
physical modeling [33]. As expected at both the PBE and
vdW-DF2 level, we obtain electronic gaps that are under-
estimated with respect to experiment: 5.58 and 5.18 eV in
the ice XI and VIII phases, respectively, with PBE and 5.04
and 5.12 eV with vdW-DF2. The measured gap of ice Ih is
10.9 eV [34]. Interestingly, the gap decreases upon com-
pression with PBE, while it increases with vdW-DF2. From
the recent work of Ref. [7] on optical properties of ice
based on many-body perturbation theory, one would expect
the band gap to increase with pressure.
At low P, the high frequency macroscopic dielectric
constant is in good agreement with experiment with both
PBE and vdW-DF2 functionals (see Table IV [39]) and
about 20% smaller than at high P. The low frequency
dielectric constants (0M) exhibit instead a non-negligible
dependence on the functional, in part because of the dif-
ference in vibrational spectra (see Fig. 2). The 0M of ice
VIII appears to be in better agreement with experiment
when evaluated by using vdW-DF2. We note the substan-
tial anisotropy found in the low frequency  due to the
orientation of the molecular dipoles in the cell. This is
particularly prominent in ice VIII due to its antiferroelec-
tric structure.
In conclusion, we have shown that, by using nonlocal van
der Waals functionals, in particular, vdW-DF2, and by
including zero point energy contributions, one may obtain
an accurate description of several properties of ice over a
wide pressure range. Therefore, such a functional appears to
be a promising candidate to study ices and water under
pressure and to be used in molecular dynamics simulations
to explore theH2O phase diagram as a function of T and P.
All of the results obtained within PBE confirm that this
semilocal functional substantially overestimates the
strength of hydrogen bonding in ice. In the low pressure
phase, this leads to too small a volume, too large amolecular
dipole and dielectric constant, and an overestimate of the
effect of hydrogen isotope mass on the structure. The use of
vdW-DF2 largely rectifies these deficiencies, although it
appears to slightly underestimate the strength of hydrogen
bonding at low pressure. The quality of results obtained
here with vdW-DF2 for the transition pressure, change in
energy and volume between phases, and the bulk modulus
are comparable to those reported by recent DMC calcula-
tions, which are, however, computationally much heavier
than any ab initio calculations with nonlocal functionals.
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TABLE III. Calculated molar volume, VIE, and bulk modulus
at T ¼ 0 for the deuterated versions of ice XI, Ic, and ice VIII.
V0 (cm
3=mol) VIE (%) B0 (GPa)
XI PBE 18.48 0.4 14.09
XI vdW-DF2 20.32 0:03 11.60
Ic PBE 18.51 0.4 14.01
Ic vdW-DF2 20.43 0:06 11.66
VIII PBE 13.00 1:2 11.71
VIII vdW-DF2 13.22 1:2 15.93
TABLE IV. Calculated values of the macroscopic high fre-
quency dielectric constant 1M ¼ 1=10;0 ð0Þ and the low fre-
quency dielectric constant 0M compared to measurements
obtained via the optical response and the response at 1 MHz
(bold).
1M 0M
xx yy zz
Ih Expt
a 1.72 3.09
XI PBE 1.83 3.31 2.73 2.58
XI vdW-DF2 1.78 2.83 2.44 2.38
ice VIII Exptb 2.06 4.06
VIII PBE 2.32 4.52 4.52 2.53
VIII vdW-DF2 2.27 4.30 4.30 2.46
aReference [35] and Ref [36].
bReference [37] (for ice VII extrapolated to P ¼ 0) and
Ref. [38].
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